
Simon Quéré, Social Media Campaign Manager at Social.Lab

“The Budget Automation Beta is important because it allows us to save time in our daily 
optimisations. In social campaigns, optimisation is key when aiming for high performances. 
The Automatic Budget Allocation allows us to improve those performances while saving time.”
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Social.Lab is a leading agency in social media 
marketing, serving international clients in ten 
major markets including the US, UK and France. 
After partnering with MakeMeReach over 4 years 
ago, we’ve helped Social.Lab to cross the divide 
between creative content ideas and smart 

targeting with paid media. Social.Lab is always 
striving to improve their clients’ performances 
and with MakeMeReach’s innovative features 
and access to Facebook betas, they can offer 
their clients optimized results.

Social.Lab recently decided to try out the Budget Automation tool with one of their clients. This beta, 
offered exclusively by MakeMeReach, reattributes their client’s budget across adsets based on how 
well they are performing as well as the client’s initial objective.

Social.Lab decided to test this beta for its two key advantages.

Time Saved
Changing budget allocation from 
manual to automatic would not only 
save time but also mean that 
the budget would always be accurately 
allocated. The tool allocates budget 
daily based on actions from 
the previous day and it even 
continues on the weekend!

Impact on Performances
This automatic budget allocation 
will have a positive impact on 
performances because badly 
performing ad sets will be terminated 
while positively performing ones will be 
pushed. The reallocation tool doesn’t 
impact the amount of investment 
planned, it just impacts the efficiency 
of the investment itself.

The tool can be used to increase or decrease the budget on ad sets / the entire campaign OR it can 
be used to reallocate the same total budget across ad sets. Social.Lab tried out the latter with their 
client, taking a quarter of the budget out of the worst performing adsets and attributing it to the best 
performing ones. This action would only take place if the adset triggered at least 5 actions.
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Social.Lab focused on reducing Cost Per Landing Page View (CPLPV) with this tool. As we can see 
in the first diagram the CPLPV is increasing as the campaign’s reach is increasing.

The second graph depicts the CPLPV for the same campaign using the budget allocation tool. Social.
Lab decided to implement the “Boost Reach” feature of the tool at the launch of the campaign and then 
turned it back on mid campaign. This stopped the CPLPV from increasing due to the Boost Reach 
functionality allocating the budget first to quality adsets and then to adsets with high delivery. 
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